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Abstract—As virtualization technologies become more 

prevalent, Cloud users usually encounter the problem of how 

to build his/her own virtual cluster with a friendly user 

interface for virtual resource management. To help resolving 

this problem, an On Demand Virtual Cluster system in Cloud 

Web-Based OS has been developed by the Pervasive 

Computing Team at the National Center for 

High-Performance Computing (NCHC). Through the On 

Demand Virtual Cluster system, with a click, Cloud users can 

customize and configure the specified virtual environment. 

We embedded the On Demand Virtual Cluster system into the 

Cloud WebOS, an extremely lightweight approach helping 

users to access virtual computing resources. The Cloud 

WebOS leverages virtualization techniques and cluster 

scheduling policy, which is the proposed dynamic loading 

prediction scheduling algorithm. 

Keywords - Virtualization Techniques; WebOS; Virtual 

Cluster; Cluster Scheduling Policy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In Cloud computing environment, there are various 
important issues, including information security, virtual 
computing resource management, routing, fault tolerance, 
and so on. Among these issues, the virtual computing 
resource management has emerged as one of the most 
important ones in the past few years. Currently, Cloud users 
have to manually build specified virtual cluster with the 
commend line mode in order to manage or generate virtual 
resources. To improve this condition, an On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system in Cloud WebOS (Web-Based Operating 
System) platform has been developed by the Pervasive 
Computing (PerComp) Team at the National Center for 
High-Performance Computing (NCHC). On this platform, 
Cloud users can build on demand virtual clusters with one 
click. 

 The Cloud WebOS platform provides a new service 
paradigm [1]. The WebOS infrastructure offers a seamless 
and unified access to geographical distributed resources 
connected via Internet, and it can supply most basic 
operating system services [2]. The proposed Cloud WebOS 
platform adopts the Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 
(AJAX) as a base. The major feature of this Cloud WebOS 
platform embedded with the On Demand Virtual Cluster 
system is that users can easily customize and configure their 

virtual environment according to their needs. It also can seek, 
diagnose, and monitor Cloud computing resources 
automatically. Meanwhile, the PerComp Team developed 
several Cloud widgets on the Cloud WebOS platform to 
control virtual clusters and virtual machines. 

 An efficient scheduling policy is indispensable, 
especially for distributed computing and Cloud computing. 
We designed an efficient scheduling policy, a dynamic 
loading prediction scheduling (DLPS) algorithm. It predicts 
loading of computing resources and makes the most adaptive 
resources allocation. The PerComp Team not only built the 
Cloud WebOS platform with the eyeOS [3] framework, but 
also incorporated the mechanism of scheduling algorithm.  

 In conclusion, the ultimate target of this research is to 
find a solution for scientists/researchers to painlessly run 
their jobs on Clouds. This research focuses on the 
development of friendly user interface, automatically 
dynamic allocation technique, integrated heterogeneous 
computing resources, and computing results visualization. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents related works. In Sections III, we proposed the On 
Demand Virtual Cluster system in Cloud WebOS and the 
dynamic loading prediction scheduling algorithm (DLPS). In 
Section IV, Cloud Widgets and experimental results are 
presented. Finally, the conclusion and future research 
directions are presented in Section V. 

 
II. RELATED WORKS 

A. Existing Web-based Operating System (Web OS) 

Projects 

Recently, a famous WebOS - Chrome OS, developed 
based on AJAX technique [4]. It can be used to implement a 
web application that communicates with a server in the 
background, without interfering with the current state of the 
page. The developments of Cloud WebOS platform via 
AJAX technique become practicable. However, Chrome OS 
does not provide on-demand applications and computing 
services to users in Clouds.  

A Web-based Operating System (WebOS) project started 
at the University of California, Berkeley in 1996 as part of 
Network of Workstations [4]. So far, there are several typical 
commercial projects of WebOS, such as FlyakiteOSX [6], 
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Glide OS [7], XIN [8], and so on. All of these systems are 
online OS with Ajax and PHP techniques. However, these 
projects are not open source and lack of the management of 
distributed computing resources. To meet the demand of 
distributed computing resource management, the Cloud 
WebOS platform is developed. This development follows the 
spirit of open source, open standard, and GNU/GPL license. 

 

B. Virtualization Technologies 

Our research enhances the efficiency of job scheduling 
and retains the execution of parallel computing jobs via 
virtual technique. To implement virtualization technology, an 
additional software layer, called a virtual machine monitor or 
a hypervisor, has to be inserted between the existing 
operating system and hardware to manage the resources and 
virtual machines. The characteristics of virtualization 
technology are described as the following: 

 Utilization – better utilization means various 
services run on one physical machine with multiple 
virtual machines (VMs); 

 Isolation - better isolation means a VM can halt and 
catch fire without affecting the real host or other 
running VMs; 

 Flexibility - the ability of the virtualization 
technologies to run platforms and operating systems 
that are different from the host, good flexibility 
means more choices for VM platforms and the 
ability to run VMs with minimal modification; 

 Manageability - availability of tools and APIs for 
starting, stopping and moving VMs. 

Generally, modern hypervisor implementations are 
divided into two categories, including Host-based and 
Bare-metal approaches. The host-based approach uses 
modified operating systems to provide virtual machine 
monitoring, such as Linux-VServer [9], Solaris Zones [10], 
and Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) [11]. On the other 
hand, the bare-metal approach employs small-dedicated 
hypervisors to directly run on physical machines. The 
VMware ESX server [12], and the XenServer [13] are the 
famous examples of the bare-metal approach.  

 With success of the virtual technologies, we integrate 
virtualization technology – KVM and WebOS. This research 
comes up with a new and lightweight approach to access 
virtual computing services via the On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system. 

 
III. PROPOSED ON DEMAND VIRTUAL CLUSTER SYSTEM IN 

CLOUD WEBOS 

A. Research Objective 

 The key idea of Cloud Computing lies in its 
component-based nature, which are reusability, 
substitutability and user friendly. By integrating 
virtualization technologies and WebOS, we provided a web 
environment to access Cloud services via Cloud Widgets in 
the Cloud WebOS. This progress helps to lower the barrier 

for using Clouds. In order to develop an autonomic virtual 
computing resources management system based on 
decentralized resource discovery architecture, we 
implemented the On Demand Virtual Cluster system in 
Cloud WebOS. At the same time, an efficient scheduling 
policy is also important. Therefore, the dynamic loading 
prediction scheduling (DLPS) algorithm is used for the 
scheduling of virtual cluster and physical cluster. It predicts 
loading of computing resources and makes the most adaptive 
resources allocation. 

As the Figure 1, it shows a high level overview of the 
Cloud WebOS. In the middle of this figure, when the Cloud 
WebOS receives a Cloud job request from the users via the 
web browser, and then the job will be sent to the fittest 
virtual cluster in the backend to process via the On Demand 
Virtual Cluster system. The system will help users to 
generate the fittest virtual cluster and choose/allocate the 
most adaptive physical resources with a graphical interface.  

 
Figure 1. The Overview of Cloud WebOS Platform 

B. Implementation and System Architecture 

 In this project, we combine the WebOS platform with 
Cloud computing resources to offer users a friendlier Cloud 
environment. The system architecture of the On Demand 
Virtual Cluster system in Cloud WebOS is sketched in the 
Figure 2. In the Cloud WebOS, upon receiving a Cloud job 
request from the end users via Web Browser, the system 
acquires Cloud Services via Cloud Widgets, which in turn 
connect the Image Creator Widget, Virtual Machine (VM) 
Creator Widget, VM Monitor Widget, and VM Control 
Widget, within On Demand Virtual Cluster system. Each of 
Cloud Widgets is described in Section IV. The system helps 
selecting the most adaptive computing resources to create 
virtual clusters automatically based on the demands from 
the end users. These Widgets of On Demand Virtual Cluster 
system in Cloud WebOS also drive the Cloud middleware to 
operate physical computing resources and storages. 
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Figure 2. The System Architecture of On Demand Virtual Cluster System 
in Cloud WebOS 

 Meanwhile, as the Figure 3 is shown, the end users 
connect the Application Pool to get the software services, 
such as information security and Bio simulation via Cloud 
WebOS easily. After connecting Application Pool, the 
Cloud WebOS also can integrate the public service provider, 
such as Amazon EC2 [14] and so on. Upon receiving Cloud 
job request via Cloud WebOS, the On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system makes communication with Cloud 
Middlewares, which are Data Broker, Monitoring & 
Reporting, and Dynamic Provisioning. The Data Broker 
collects data from the distributed physical sensors. The 
Monitoring & Reporting takes responsible for monitoring 
the status of physical machines and virtual machines. 
Finally, the Dynamic Provisioning provides the capability of 
resource allocation automatically, and the feature of DLPS 
algorithm is activated at the same time. The DLPS 
algorithm can improve the performance of the dynamic 
scheduling over conventional scheduling policies. 

 
Figure 3. The Application of On Demand Virtual Cluster System 

 With On Demand Virtual Cluster system in Cloud 
WebOS, users can create a dynamic HPC cluster consisting 

of VMs. The scale of each virtual cluster can be determined 
by user’s criteria. When user needs virtual cluster no longer, 
the virtual cluster can be destroyed. Then the computing 
resources are released. The whole operation can be 
manipulated via web browser, because we use XML-RPC 
based Application Programming Interface (API). Moreover, 
there are two middlewares embedded into the proposed 
Cloud WebOS, as the following shown: 1) Integration with 
OpenNebula – OpenNebula is used as central cloud 
management [15]. It is responsible for finding available 
computing resources, creating VMs based on a selected 
image, and deploying the image into the physical computing 
resources. It also manages unique MAC address, IP address, 
and virtual network (vNet) ID. Therefore, each user’s 
cluster lives on its own vNet, in order to isolate the various 
virtual clusters. 2) Batch System with Torque – It is used for 
the scheduling of virtual cluster and physical cluster. The 
DLPS algorithm is embedded with this resource manager, 
Torque [16] in the Figure 4. This development not only 
makes users submit job as usual via PBS_SERVER, but also 
makes resource manager have additional capabilities of 
loading prediction and job scheduling with virtual 
technology. The detail explanation is in Section III-C. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Scheduling Policy - DLPS in Cloud WebOS 

C. Scheduling Policy - Dynamic Loading Prediction 

Scheduling (DLPS) Algorithm in Cloud WebOS  

The presented scheduling policy is called Dynamic 
Loading Prediction Scheduling (DLPS) algorithm. It can 
schedule the computing resources in Clouds and even 
multiple clusters. The objective function of DLPS is 
achieving the minimized makespan (defined in Definition 1). 
Thus, we designed the following equation to describe the 
objective function, as in (1). 

 )](s)(dMin[=M kk minmax*   

 The above equation (1) is defined in Definition 2. 

Definition 1: The completion time is defined as the time 

from the job being assigned to one machine until the time 

the job is finished. The complete time is also called 

makespan time. 
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Definition 2: *M means the minimized makespan. In order 

to predict precisely, there are two parameters - kd
 

and kS . 

kd
 

is the maximum job ending time of the kth job, which 

means the end time of job completed. And kS is the 

minimum job submitting time of the kth job, which means 

the time stamp when users submit the kth job. 

The each step of DLPS algorithm is descried as the 

following pseudo code in Figure 5. 

 

Figure. 5 The Pseudo of DLPS 

 The logical flow chart of the DLPS is illustrated as in 
the Figure 6. First, the DLPS retrieves the information of 
computing resources from the local queuing system, and 
then filters out unsuitable resources with the adaptive 
resource allocation function. After using adaptive resource 
allocation function, DLPS compares free nodes with 
required nodes. If current free nodes are enough, DLPS will 
give higher weight (defined in Definition 3). Otherwise, the 
following step enters the dynamic loading prediction 
function with EstBacklog and minimum Job Expansion 
Factor (defined in Definition 4 and Definition 5) methods to 
predict which computing resources respond and execute job 
quickly, and then calculate the weight (defined in Definition 
6). Finally, the DLPS ranks all available resources and 

selects the most appropriate resources to dispatch job and 
generate virtual machines. 

Definition 3: When free nodes fulfill required nodes, the 

weight of kth job is designed as following: 

capabilitynodesnodesk M)f/R(=Weight    

Where nodesR means the number of required nodes, 

nodesf means the number of free nodes, and capabilityM  

means the capability of each computing resources. The 
capability is based on static information, such as 
High-Performance Linpack Benchmark results, and HPC 
Challenge Benchmark. 

 
Figure. 6 The Logical Flow Chart of DLPS 

Definition 4: The EstBacklog means estimated backlog of 

queued work in hours. The general EstBacklog form is 

shown as the equation (2): 





EBL  (
QueuePS CPUAccuracy

TotalJobsCompleted
)  

 )
rocHoursDedicated

rocHoursAvailable3600rocHoursTotal
(



 


QueuePS is the idle time of queued jobs. CPUAccuracy is 
the actual run time of job. TotalJobsCompleted is the 
number of jobs completed. The Toatl ProcHours is the total 
number of proc-hours required to complete running jobs. 
The Available ProcHours is the total proc-hours available to 
the scheduler. The last variable, Dedicated ProcHours, is 
the total proc-hours made available to jobs. 

Some of above values are from the system historical 
statistic values of queuing system loading and the others are 
from real-time queuing situation. The output is divided into 
two categories, running and completed. The Running 
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statistics include information about the currently running 
jobs. The completed statistics are compiled using historical 
information from both running and completed jobs. 
Therefore, the EBL can forecast the backlog of each 
computing site with above information. 

Definition 5: The job expansion factor subcomponent has 

an effect similar to the queue time factor but favors shorter 

jobs based on the requested wallclock run time. The job 

expansion factor metric is calculated by the information 

from local queuing system as described in the equation (3): 





JEF 
QueuedTimeRunTime

WallClockLimit
 

Definition 6: After getting EstBacklog and job expansion 

factor, the metric is calculated by the following equation 

(4): 


TotalEBL

EBL
)1(

TotalJEF

JEF
Weight kk

k    

The kWeight means the weight of the kth job. 

TotalJEF

JEFk means the JEF of kth job divided by the Total 

JEF. 
TotalEBL

EBLk  means the EBL of kth job divided by the 

Total EBL. Where λ is the modulated parameter of system, 
which can be obtained from numerous trials. The 
EstBacklog can be respected the dynamic situation of 
queuing system generally. Therefore, it always uses the 
higher λ value. Consequently, we can use above parameters 
to calculate the minimum time of total deliver and response 
time. 

IV. CLOUD WIDGETS/EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

A. Cloud Widgets 

 In addition to the basic Widgets, more advanced 
Cloud Computing Widgets are attempted as well. We have 
developed many Cloud Widgets with friendly graphical user 
interface in WebOS. The kernel of the On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system architecture consists of four Widgets, 
including Image Creator Widget, VM Creator Widget, VM 
Monitor Widget, and VM Control Widget. Users without 
much learning effort can easily manage all of these widgets.  

 The Image Creator Widget, in the Figure 7, is to 
generate the customized base image and the 
on-demand/specified applications from the end users’ 
requirements. This Widget provides a complete and 
integrated HPC software stack that consists of operating 
system, management tools, resource monitor, and even 
commercial package, such as the Matlab. The VM Creator 
Widget - with the profile of virtual cluster demanded by the 
user provided, it will generate a specification, shown in the 

Figure 8, which in turn is parsed by the VM Creator engine 
to create specified virtual cluster on the physical computing 
resources. Thus, after completing the profile of virtual 
cluster, with a click, Cloud users can customize and 
configure the specified virtual environment in real time. 

 
Figure 7. Image Creator Widget 

 
Figure 8. VM Creator Widget 

 
In the Figure 9, the main task of the VM Monitor 

Widget is to monitor the all the status of virtual machines, 
Networks, and the physical hardware. The VM Monitor also 
can show the current loading of physical machines, in the 
Figure 10. The VM Control Widget provides users to access, 
ssh, or operate virtual machines through Cloud visualizer, as 
shown in the Figure 11 and Figure 12. We used above 
Cloud Widgets to implement the following two customized 
applications for biological simulation and information 
security simulation. The F-motif Simulation Widget 
provides specialized Cloud services to search and analyze 
the sequence of gene in real time, in Figure 13. The other 
customized Cloud Widget about information security is 
called ICAS (IDS-log Cloud Analysis System) Widget. As 
long as user selects the ICAS base image, the Hadoop DB 
and virtual cluster are constructed automatically, and then 
users can analyze the IDS-log as the Figure 14 shown. 

 

 
Figure 9. VM Monitor Widget 
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Figure 10. VM Monitor Widget – The Current Loading of Physical 

Machines 

 
Figure 11. VM Control Widget Cloud Visualizer – Linux Booting Status 

 
Figure12. VM Control Widget Cloud Visualizer – Windows 7 Booting 

Status 

 
Figure 13. F-motif Widget  

 
Figure 14. ICAS Widget 

B. Experimental Results 

 The preliminaries of experiment are needed to set up, 
including the multi-sites physical computing environment, 
the virtual machine – KVM, Network Speed Test [17], and 
Disk I/O test tool - bonnie++ [18]. As shown in Table I, we 
list the summary environment characteristics of NCHC 
computing resources.  

TABLE I.  SUMMARY ENVIRONMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF NCHC 

COMPUTING RESOURCES 

Resource CPU Model 
Memory 

(GB) 

CPU 

Speed 

(MHz) 

#Cores Nodes 
Job 

Manager 

Snowfox 

Intel(R)Xeon(R)  

CPU 2.5GHz, 

E5420 

16 2500 112 14 Torque 

Capri 

Intel(R) Xeon(R) 

CPU           

E5620 , 2.40GHz 

32 2400 232 29 Torque 

 
There are three scenarios, including the performance of 

Network I/O, Disk I/O, and the DLPS algorithm. Moreover, 
in order to improve the performance, we use the Virtio 
driver [19] in the virtual machines. Virtio driver provides 
paravirtualized functions for network virtualization and disk 
I/O virtualization. In Figure 15, we found the Network 
speed is tackled about 166 Mb/s without Virtio, because the 
I/O bottleneck is between virtual machine and hypervisor. 
Therefore, the Virtio is activated in the On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system. The performance of Network I/O is nearly 
the same with native machine. In the performance of Disk 
I/O scenario, we compared with Virtio and without Virtio. 
With Virtio, it can be improved write performance about 
120% and read performance about 20%, as the following 
Figure 16 is shown. 

The performance of DLPS algorithm is compared with 
several algorithms, such as Round Robin, Short-Job-First 
(SJF), Big-Job-First (BJF), and First-Come-First-Serve 
(FCFS). We submitted testing jobs, which were generated 
randomly with the synthetic models as the Figure 17 is 
shown. The vertical axis is the value of min makespan 
(seconds), and the horizontal axis is the number of jobs. The 
makespan of DLPS algorithm is notably less than other 
algorithms, especially when a huge number of jobs are 
submitted. Therefore, the objective function of DLPS 
approaches the minimized makespan. The dynamic loading 
prediction characteristic of presented system is proved to be 
better in this experiment. 
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Figure 15. The Performance of Network I/O 

 

 
Figure 16. The Performance of Disk I/O 
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Figure 17. Compare Makespan of DLPS with Other Algorithms 

 

When a small number of jobs are submitted, the 
efficiency of DLPS may be worse than other algorithms, 
especially for SJF and FCFS. This situation is reasonable, 
because small jobs are easy consumed by SJF and FCFS. 
When the number of jobs is increasing, the developed DLPS 
is absolutely better than SJF and FCFS, because the notable 
drawback of SJF and FCFS happens, which the large 
numbers of jobs are queued inefficiently in the local 
scheduler of cluster. Comprehensively the above efficiency 
figure, the best efficiency of DLPS occurs at full usage of 
each cluster. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 The research – On-Demand Virtual Cluster system in 
Cloud WebOS, provides Cloud users with an interface that 
is user-friendly, more straightforward, and more efficiency. 
The On Demand Virtual Cluster System in Cloud WebOS 
not only helps user to build virtual cluster easily and 
automatically, but also provides different varieties of 
computing environment such as Linux, Win7, and so on. 

The Virtio driver is activated in the On Demand Virtual 
Cluster system. Thus, the performance of Network I/O is 
nearly the same with native machine. The performance of 
Disk I/O can be improved write performance about 120% 
and read performance about 20%.  

 Furthermore, the research leverages virtualization 
techniques combined with cluster queuing system and job 
scheduling mechanism. According to the pervious 
experiment, the DLPS has better efficiency than other 
scheduling algorithms; especially the huge numbers of job 
are submitted into the computing cluster. Finally, we obtain 
an important property that the algorithm is appropriate to 
deal with large amount of jobs in real Clouds or distributed 
environment.  
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